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Administrator ■ Tokyo Metropolitan Park Association
●Location                     Ninomiya, Hirasawa, Akiruno City

●Contact Information    Akirudai Park Administration Office tel: 042-559-6910 (673-1 Ninomiya, Akiruno-shi 197-0814)

●Transport                   15-minute walk from Higashi-Akiru or Akigawa (JR Itsukaichi line). Free parking available

   Akirudai Park is situated at almost the center of the Akirudai Plateau 
that stretches between the Akigawa and Hiraigawa Rivers, tributaries of 
the Tamagawa River. It is surrounded by pastoral landscape, reminis-
cent of the Musashino region of old. The park is blessed with a natural 
environment where one can see the Akigawa and Takiyama Hills south 
of Akigawa River, the Hamura Kusabana-kyuryo Nature Park to the 
north of the Hiraigawa River, and the mountains of Okutama to the 
west.
   Currently, approximately 11.84 hectares of the planned 15-hectare 
park has been completed. Its tree shaped fountain becomes a splash-
ing pond during the summer months. The rose garden and all-weather 
athletic field are also highlights of the park.
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Athletic field
   This athletic field with its 400-meter allweather track can hold 
6,700 spectators. Along with the adjacent Akiruno City sports fa-
cilities (gymnasium, tennis court, pool, etc.), it forms the core of a 
large sports zone and is a major sports center for the western 
Tama region.

Opened / June 1, 1988      Area / 118,447.07 m2/      Trees / Tall trees : 1,800, shrubs : 15,600 m2, Grass : 30,100 m2

Main plants / Japanese zelkova , kobushi magnolia , cherry (someiyoshino) , crape myrtle , Chinese evergreen oak , eastern white cedar , 
fragrant snowbell , stone oak , Kurume azalea , rose , thunberg’s meadowsweet , Gingko tree , Japanese Judas tree
Facilities / Athletic field (fee required, free 1st Sunday of  the month, every Wednesday, 3rd Saturday ofthe month, or when not reserved), 
barbecue field, Fountain (Splashing pond)
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